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CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM
FOR PRODUCTS OF RANDOM MATRICES

BY

MARC A. BERGER

ABSTRACT. Using the semigroup product formula of P. Chernoff, a cen-

tral limit theorem is derived for products of random matrices. Applications

are presented for representations of solutions to linear systems of stochastic

differential equations, and to the corresponding partial differential evolution

equations. Included is a discussion of stochastic semigroups, and a stochastic

version of the Lie-Trotter product formula.

1. Introduction. During the past thirty years there has been interest con-

cerning the limiting behavior of products of random matrices. Bellman [1] was the

first to examine the limiting behavior of Pn = LJiLi F)% for an i.i.d. sequence of

random mx m matrices {D¿ = D¿(w)}. Under the assumption that the entries of

the matrices D¿ be strictly positive he showed that

(1.1) lim -Elog(PB)ij
n—»oo n

exists, where (Pn)i,j denotes the i,j entry of Pn. In Furstenberg and Kesten [14]

it was shown that

(1.2) lim  -log(Pnk¿
n—»oo n

exists a.s. and is, in fact, independent of i,j. Thus Pn behaves like ekn J, where J

is the matrix with all entries one. There the sequence {Di} was only assumed to

be stationary and metrically transitive. Again, the entries of the D¿ were assumed

to be strictly positive. (Bellman and Furstenberg and Kesten had other conditions

as well.) In addition to the limit (1.2), Furstenberg and Kesten derived a central

limit theorem showing that

(1.3) yfn - log(P„)¿j

tends in distribution to a normally distributed limit (or zero, in a degenerate case).

These results involved stationary measures and eventually led to a general analysis

of noncommutative "large numbers" phenomena on semisimple Lie groups. Some

representative works are Furstenberg [12, 13], Grenander [17], Guivarc'h [18],

Guivarc'h et al. [19] and Tutubalin [27], and the bibliographies there.

In this paper we are examining a different type of random matrix product. Let

{L>itn — Ditn(uj):  I < i < n} be a family of random square-integrable m x m
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778 M. A. BERGER

matrices, with the property that D\,n,D2%n,... ,Dn,n are i.i.d. for each fixed n.

The first half of this paper is concerned with establishing the existence of and

calculating the distribution of the limiting matrix product

n

lim   ITA,«,
n—»oo ■*-■■-

¿=1

when A> has the form

D»,„ = 1 + Ai/y/ñ + Bi/n + o(n~l)

for large n, with EA¿ = 0. In this framework (Ai,Bx),(A2,B2),... is an i.i.d.

sequence of pairs of square-integrable m x m matrices. In particular, we obtain

"law of large numbers" type results for rj™= iC + Bi/n) and "central limit" type

results for n™=i(^ + -^*/\A*)i where EAt = 0. A related result is that of Watkins

[28] who takes Z>¿,n = e^/v/ñ (albeit in a more general setting than that of m x m

matrices). This corresponds to taking P¿ = \A2 above. The second half of this

paper is devoted to applications of this result. To carry this out we introduce the

semigroup formula of P. Chernoff [8], as far as it can be applied to central limit

type results. Such a connection has already been observed by Goldstein [16].

Unlike the commutative case, where the matrices in the range commute and may

be simultaneously diagonalized, there is no connection in the noncommutative case

between the asymptotic behavior of large products of terms with a fixed distribution

and products of terms close to the identity. The former are multiplicative while the

latter are (still) additive in nature.

2. P. ChernofF's product formula. Chernoff's product formula (Chernoff

[8, 9]; see also Pazy [23; 24, Chapter 3, Corollary 5.4]) goes as follows.

THEOREM I. Let {T(t):t > 0} be a family of linear contraction operators

on a Banach space X. Let L be the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup

{SL(t):t>0} on I. If

(2.1) lim T^X ~X =Lx,        xeD(L),
no      t

then

(2.2) lim Tn(-\x = SL(t)x,        xeX.
n-»oo \nj

Chernoff's result can be used to prove the Lie-Trotter and resolvent product

formulas. It becomes of fundamental interest in probability theory once we observe,

as did Goldstein [16], that it is intimately connected with central limit type results.

This connection becomes more marked when we examine stochastic integration, and

even more marked when we study (two-parameter) evolution systems, as explained

in Berger and Sloan [5]. Here we content ourselves with showing the reader how

the multi-dimensional central limit theorem follows at once from Theorem I.

Recall the (simplest) multi-dimensional central limit theorem.

Central Limit Theorem (multi-dimensional) (CLT (m-dim.)). Let
XX,X2,... be i.i.d. m-vectors having two moments—mean p,, covariance matrix
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r = (li3). Then

(2.3) 1   ¿(Xi-M)^(0,r).
v   ¿=i

PROOF. Let Rm be the one-point compactification of Rm, and define operators

T(t) on the Banach space X = C(Rm), with the supremum norm, by

(2.4) T(t)f(x) = Ef(x + V~t(X-Lt)).

These operators are all contractions on X. Take

d2l = ôEE^
¿=ii=idxidxj

with D(L) = {/ 6 X: all first and second order derivatives of / exist and are in X}

(the infinitesimal operator of an m-dimensional Brownian motion). For / 6 D(L)

T(i)/(x) = E /w+E^/w^-")-
¿=i

a2t   m    m

»=1 3=1

mm ^2

dxldxJ
■JttxMx - M* - A,

= /w + 5¿EE^
»=1¿=1

dxidxj m
^ mm

<E£E
»=ij=idxidxj

!(ix,t)
dxidxj

f(x) (x-Mx-M

where £x>t is a (random) point on the line (i.e. interval) between x and x+y/i(X—p,).

To establish (2.1) we must show that for each i,j

(2.5) lim sup  \E[g(t:x,t) - g(x)}(X - MX - M = °>

where g — d2 f /dxidxj. Indeed, since g is uniformly continuous for any e > 0 there

exists 6 > 0 such that

Thus

V«(g) =    sup    \g(x) - g(y)\ < e.
\x-y\<6

E\g(^t)-g(x)\\(X - MX - M

= [ \g(ix,t) - g(x)\\(X - MX - ß)j\
J\x-p.\<s/Vt

J\x
I \g(ix,t) - g(x)\\(x - MX - M
\X-u\>S/Vi

<£\/liil33+2\\9 f
J\X-n \>6/y/t

\(x-mx-M
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from which (2.5) follows. Hence it follows from Theorem I that

hm Tn(-)f(x) = SL(t)f(x),        feX.
n—»oo \n J

Since

(2.6) Tn(t)f(x) = Ef(x + y/if^(Xi - M

and

(2.7) SL(t)f(x) = Ef(x + M(0,Tt))

we have

/íM¿(^-M)-A/(o,rí),

and by setting t = 1 we have proved CLT (m-dim.). (Recall that to establish

convergence in distribution it suffices to use even compactly supported continuous

functions.)    D

We want to emphasize here equation (2.6). What makes Chernoff's result so par-

ticularly attractive when dealing with central limit results is that the nth power of

T corresponds to a sum of i.i.d. random variables Y17=i(Xi — l1), and the evaluation

at time t/n corresponds to the normalization by I/y/n. Thus Tn(t/n) corresponds

exactly to summing n i.i.d. variables and normalizing appropriately by 1/\fn. By

taking note of this type of correspondence throughout our discussion the reader

will very soon come to the realization that these central limit type results may, in

fact, be "the perfect setting" for Chernoff's product formula.

One nice consequence of Theorem I as used in the above proof is that we im-

mediately appreciate the reason why the normal distribution "pops up" here. It

simply gives rise to a semigroup. Precisely,

THEOREM II. {T(t): t > 0} defined above in (2.4) is a semigroup if and only

if X is normally distributed.

PROOF. The sufficiency is immediate. On the other hand, suppose {T(t): t > 0}

is a semigroup. Then, on the one hand, Tn(t/n) — T(t) while, on the other hand,

st-lim Tn(t/n) = SL(t).
n—t-oo

Therefore

Ef(x + Vt(X - ft)) = T(t)f(x) = SL(t)f(x) = Ef(x + }J(0, Ft)).   D

Thus, in simple terms, since st-lim„_00 Tn(t/n) has to be a semigroup, and since

the normal distribution alone generates a semigroup, the limiting distribution must

be normal.

3. Auxiliary matrices. In this section, we consider a random mxm matrix

A = (aij) having two moments. Our main result is the existence of a natural

number p and auxiliary matrices cr^l\cr^2\... ,o^ satisfying

(3.1) ¿MfeM'i0 =Vai]ecjl   Vi,j,k,l.
n=l
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The number p and the matrices a^, a^,..., a^ are not unique, but we can make

the claim that it is always possible to arrange things so that

(3.2) p < m2.

To see this simply multiply both sides of (3.1) by £¿fc£j¡ and sum over i,j, k, I. Then

it is seen that (3.1) is equivalent to the relation

p     / m    m \ 2 /mm \ 2

(3-3)E EEÄ   =E ELa**H '    £eRm®Rm~Rm2.

The right-hand side of (3.3) is a nonnegative definite quadratic form in the m2

variables && (t = 1,... ,m; k = 1,...,m). Hence it can be written as the sum of

m2 (or fewer) squares of linear forms in these variables.

The relation (3.1) can also be interpreted as follows. Let X = (X\,... ,XP) be

a p-dimensional random variable with mean zero and identity covariance matrix.

Then the matrix Y^n=i a^Xn has the same mean and covariance as A.

For reference in the following section we note here two other equivalent forms of

(3.1). To begin with, multiply both sides of (3.1) by XkX¡ and sum over k,l. Then

it is seen that (3.1) is also equivalent to

(3.4) ¿(<r(B)*)<(*(w)*)i = V(Ax)i{Ax)j,       xeRm, V¿,¿.

n=l

Next, multiply both sides of (3.4) by £¿£¿ and sum over i,j. Then it is seen that

(3.1) is further equivalent to

(3.5) £(yn)*,0)   =E((Ax,0)2,        z,£eRm.

n=l

In what follows we will assume that we have chosen p and o^\o^2\...,o^ satis-

fying (3.1).

4. Notions of convergence. It is important to emphasize now that the re-

sults below regarding convergence of sequences of random matrices refer specifically

to convergence in distribution in the operator sense. More specifically, if Mn is a

sequence of random m x m matrices, we write Mn => M if Mnx converges in

distribution to Mx for all x G Rm. This is weaker than (joint) convergence in

distribution of the m2 -tuples of elements of the arrays Mn to the m2 -tuple M.

However, it is strong enough for all the applications we introduce. Technically, this

mode of convergence is referred to as strong operator convergence in distribution,

the adjective strong indicating pointwise (as opposed to uniform). To distinguish

between operator convergence in distribution and the stronger m2-tuple conver-

gence in distribution we adopt the notation "=►" for the former, and reserve the

notation "—►" for the latter. The condition Mn =>■ M is also equivalent to the

convergence in distribution of the quadratic forms (Mnx,y) to (Mx,y). Of course

(Mx, y) is by no means the most general linear combination of the elements of M,

and this is why "=s>" is weaker than "—►". But "=¡>" is certainly strong enough to

conclude that any given row (column) of Mn converges (jointly) in distribution to

the corresponding row (column) of M. This fact is used in Example I in §5.
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Another condition equivalent to Mn => M is

(4.1) lim   sup |E[/(Mnx)-/(Mz)]|=0
n^°°xeBR

for / G C(Rm), R > 0, where Br is the m-dimensional sphere {x G Rm: |i| < R}-

Motivated by this we say the convergence is uniform, written Mn =>Unif M, if

(4.2) lim   sup  \E[f(Mnx)-f(Mx)]\ = 0

for / G C(Rm). Unlike the vector convergence in distribution "—>", where unifor-

mity is automatic, the two notions (4.1) and (4.2) are not equivalent. Clearly, if

Mn —> M in probability then Mn =>■ M. However, uniform convergence in distri-

bution of operators does not necessarily follow from any other type of convergence.

Here is a trivial example: Let Mn = 1/n on R. It is not true that Mn =>unif 0,

although Mn —> 0 and Mn =£■ 0. Of course the problem here is the singular limit

zero, as the following theorem intends to emphasize.

THEOREM III.  Let the random matrices M\,M2,... converge in probability to

M. Suppose, in addition,

(4.3) sup   P(|J - MH\ < 1) = 1,
H£GLm

where GLm denotes the group of invertible mx m matrices. Then Mn =>unif M.

PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume that

(4.4) P(|J-M|<1) = 1

since (i) MnH converges in probability to MH, and (ii)

sup \E[f(Mnx)-f(Mx)}\=  sup \E[f(MnHx)-f(MHx)}\,
i€Rm i€Rm

for any H G GLTO. Given / G C(Rm) and e > 0 choose R and a < I such that

sup      \f(x)-f(y)\<\e,    P(\I-M\<a)>l-l~
\x\>R,\y\>R ó ""•'Il

Choose ß G (a, I) and then find N large enough so that

P(|Mn-M|>/3-a)<gp|

whenever n> N. Set R = P/(l - ß). Then for all x G Rm\Pñ, n > N we have

E\f(Mnx) - f(Mx)\ < f \f(Mnx) - f(Mx)\
J\I-M\>a

+ /|i-M|<J/(M«a;)-/(Ma;)l
J \I-Mn\<ß

+ f\i-M\<a \f(Mnx)-f(Mx)\
|/-M„|>/3

<\e + \e+ f \f(Mnx)-f(Mx)\<e.
6 ó J\M„-M\>0-a
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This shows that

(4.5) la^      sup     |E[/(M„z)-/(Mx)]|=0.
ft_>00  xeRm\BR

Observing that Mn => M, so that (4.1) holds, suffices to conclude the proof.    D

From this follows the observation that if M is deterministic and invertible, then

Mn =>umf M. (Indeed, (4.3) then holds if and only if M is invertible.)

5. Main result.  For mxm matrices b,cr^l\o^,...,rr'p) consider the solution

{$(r, t): 0 < t < t < oo} of the linear homogeneous stochastic differential equation

(5.1)

(5.2)

d$(T) i) = J2 (j(n)$(r, t) dWn(t) + 6$(r, t) dt,
n=l

$(r, t)

where (Wi(t),W2(t), ■ ■. ,Wp(t)) is a p-dimensional Brownian motion. $(r, t) is a

random mxm matrix, and is usually referred to as the fundamental matrix for the

linear stochastic differential equation

(5.3) dx(t) = J2 v{n)x{t) dWn{t) + bx(t) dt.
n=l

We note three basic properties of $(t, t):

(i) For fixed r, there is a version of $(t, t) which is continuous in t.

(ii) In case the p + 1 matrices o^l\o^2\ ... ,&(p\b are mutually commutative

(5.4) <¡>(r,t) = exp ¡^a^Wn(t) +

k7l=l

Jí>(n))2
n=l

(iii) In general, regardless of commutativity,

(5.5) det $(t, í) = exp i tr ( ]T o™Wn(t) +

\n=l

è-ïêH')}
The first two properties appear in any standard text on the subject of stochastic

differential equations.  Property (iii) appears in Berger [2].  We denote $(0,t) by

Our main result is

THEOREM IV.   Let DiiU, 1 < i < n, be square-integrable mxm matrices such

that DXtn, D2tn,..., Dn^n are i.i.d. for each fixed n. Assume DijU to be of the form

(5.6) D,
Ai   ,  Bi

_/+-7L + -i + Ci(n),
y/n      n

where EAt = 0 and E|C¿(n)|2 = o(n  2) for large n. Assume further that

(H) for any two nonzero vectors x, y G Rm

(5.7) P({Ax,y)=0)<l.
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Then

(5.8) ÏA,n=>unif *(1),
i=l

where $ is defined in (5.1) and (5.2), b = EP and p,o^1),^2),... ,o^ satisfy

(3.1).

PROOF. Denote

El{t) = AlVt + Bit + Ci([I/t}).

Let X = C(Rm), with the supremum norm, and define linear operators T(t) by

(5.9) T(t)f(x)= [ f(x + E(t)x).
J\E(t)\<l/2

These form a family of contractions on X ■ Take

-       rit       in

i=lj=l

Y^io^xUo^x),
n=l

92 X^ru *    3
dxidx

i=l
dxi

with

f G X: all products x¿ ——, x¿Xi-
dxj i

d2f

dxkdxi

exist and are in X and vanish at x = 0 and as |x| —► oo

(the infinitesimal operator of an m-dimensional diffusion with drift p,(x) = bx and

diffusion Ax = YZ=i o(n)x®a^x).

Notice, by virtue of (H), that the only degeneracy in L is at the origin since the

principal symbol P(x, £) of L is given by P(x, <;) = E((Ax, £))2. In fact, since P is

biquadratic it follows directly from (5.7) that

(5.10) P(x,£)>o:|xn^,

where a > 0 is the minimum of P on the compact set |x| = |£| = 1. We compute,
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assuming / G D(L),

T(t)f(x) = /(x)P (\E(t)\ <l-)+ tLf(x) - V2 ¿   /

m

-<E

/     K[í])*)

|£(t)|>l/2

(Ax),
dx¿

/ (Pz),
/|B(t)|>l/2 £*■>

+E
1=1

2 èi^j [yiE(t)i>i/2

+<3/2EE
¿=ij=i
m    m

/ (AxUBx),-
J\E(t)\<l/2

+ 5*2EE /       ^^(Px),

m    m    I"   . ,

+'1/2EE /       (^)i(^
eí^í [y|£(t)|<l/2

m    m

+'EE
¿=ij'=i

^    m    m /. •

+ ¿EE /       (c
2~i~l [J\E(t)\<l/2 \

5>M
a2

dxidxj

d2

dxidxj

/(*)

/(*)

a2

dxidxj

I

t

m

d2

I (Bx)i |
/|Ä(t)l<i/a

dxidxj

d2

m

3^

m    m

x)     C

dxidxj

1

7

/(*)

dxidxj m

+
I lit, lit n

-Y.fi I
2~[J = lJ\E(t)\<l/2

■ f(x) + tLf(x) + o(t)
1    m    m      p

2~[~{J\E(t)\<l/2   .

nut) - sSrr/wdxidxj dxidxj

d2 d2

dxidxj dxidxj

{E(t)x)i{E(t)x)3

(E(t)x)i(E(t)x)j,

where £x,t is a (random) point on the line (i.e. interval) between x and x + E(t)x.

It is important to note that this interval cannot pass through the origin (where

the derivatives of / might be singular) since |P(t)| < \, and thus |£Iit| > \\x\.

Otherwise we could not use Taylor's theorem. If x = 0 then it is valid to set

£x t = 0 in the above derivation and everything still holds (trivially). (Recall

Lf(0) = 0 for / G D(L).) We have also relied above on the fact that P(|P7(i)| > ¿)
is o(t). This follows from the mean square integrability of A, P, C and the fact that

E|C(n)|2 = o(n-2).

In order to establish (2.1) it suffices now to show that

(5.11) lim sup   / [g(tx,t) - g(x)]e(t)xkxi = 0,
'1° xeRmJ\E(t)\<l/2
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where g = d2f/dxidx}, e(t) is an integrable stochastic process which converges in

mean to e(0) as t j 0 and i,j, k, I are arbitrary. As above, let P/{ denote the sphere

{x G Rm: |x| < R}. We first show that for any R > 0

(5.12) lim sup |E[&fo(0 - xkxig(x)}e(t)\ = 0,
*lo xeBH

where £ is short for t]x,t- For any e > 0 choose 6 > 0 such that Vs(xkx¡g) < e.

Then for x G BR

E|[£fc&a(0 - xfcx;g(x)]e(i)|

<£E|e(f)| + ||xfcx;g|| / |e(i)|
J\E(t)x\>6

< eE\e(t)\ + \\xkxig\\ [ \e(t)\.
J\E(t)\>6/R

Next we show that

(5.13) lim      sup     |E[£,e£;g(£) - xfcx;o(x)]e(i)| = 0.
Rî™   XERm\BR

For any e > 0 choose R > 0 such that sup\x\jy\>R/-2 IVkUidiv) ~xkXig(x)\ < s. Then

for x G Rm\Pfi

E|[&&!7(0 - xkxig(x)]e(t)\ < eE\e(t)\ + 2\\xkxig\\ [ \e(t)\.
J\E{t)\>l/2

Next we show that

(5.14) lim sup
rl° x€Br
t|0

L\E(t)\<l/2

[66 - xfcx/]fl(ç>(f.)

As above, for any e > 0 choose r > 0 such that sup^o,.^ |a;|2|g(x)| < e. Then for

x e Br

J\E
\[^îi-xkxi]g(t:)e(t)\<5eE\e(t)\,

l\E(t)\<l/2

where we have used the fact that

\x-y\< h\x\ -» \xkxi - ykyi\ < 5|j/|2.

Next we show that for any 0 < r < R

(5.15) lim    sup
'•1° x€BR\Br J\E

[tlktt - xkxi\g(i)e(t)
'|E(t)i<l/2

Again, for any e > 0 choose 0 < 6 < r such that

sup     [xfcx/ -ykyi\ < e.
x,yeBR+6

\x-y\<6

Let M = supx6ßß+Aßr4 \g(x)\. Then for x G Pñ\Pr

/ Wtkil - xkx,)g(i)e(t)\
J\E(t)\<l/2

= 0.

< eME|e(í)|+5||ifcuí/|| / |e(í)|.
J\E(t)\>6/R
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Finally we show that

(5.16) lim      sup       / [£fc& - xkxt]g(tl)e(i)
ñ!?° x£Rm\BR \J\E(t)\<l/2
fiîc
tj.0

= 0.

For any e > 0 choose R > 0 such that supI(Eñm\B     |x|2|g(x)| < e.   Then for

x<EBR

J\E
\[tkh-xkxi}g(t:)e(t)\<teE\e(t)\.

>\E(t)\<l/2

Putting together (5.12)—(5.16) gives us (5.11). Thus, the hypotheses of Theorem I

are satisfied.

It thus follows that

lim T" (-) f(x) = SL(t)f(x),        f G X.
n—»oo \ n I

Since

(5.17) Tn(t)f(x)
jJ\Ei(t) )|V|E2(t)|V-V|En(t)|<l/2

and

(5.18) SL(t)f(x) = E/(d>(i)x),

it is only necessary to show that

f (Í[(I + Ei{t))x
\i=i

(5.19) lim P
n—»oo

I"
n

V E2 V---V Erl >j -a

But this follows at once from the fact that P(|P(i/n)|  >  ^) is o(n  l), as we

indicated above. Hence

Ä*'(n ('+*(£)x    = E/($(í)x)

uniformly in x for all / G X. Now set í = 1 and (5.8) follows at once.    D

Hypothesis (H) is a nondegeneracy condition and can be interpreted algebraically

as follows. Given general matrices a^,cj^2\ ... ,o^ we say they form a spanning

set provided

(5.20) sp{tr(1)x, <r(2)x,..., ct(p)x} = Rm    Vx G Rm\0.

With these matrices we can associate a bilinear mapping Q: Rm x Rm —> Rp

defined by Qi(x,y) — (a^x,y); i = 1,... ,p. We can also associate a biquadratic

form P on Rm X Rm by P{x,y) — \\Q(x,y)\\2. In general, a bilinear mapping Q

is said to be definite if Q(x, y) = 0<->x = 0Vy = 0. A positive semidefinite

biquadratic form P is said to be coercive if P(x,y) > a|x|2|y|2 for some a > 0.

We observe that if p,r7^\o^2\ .. .,o^ satisfy (3.1) then, according to (3.5), the

associated biquadratic form is given by P(x,y) = E((Ax,y))2. The following result

is then immediate.
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THEOREM   V.   Let A be a random square integrable mxm matrix and let

p,0^,0^,... ,o-(p' satisfy (3.1).  The following conditions are equivalent.

(i) <j(l\a(2\ ... ,(j(p' form a spanning set.

(ii) The associated bilinear mapping Q is definite.

(iii) The associated biquadratic form P is coercive.

(H) For any two nonzero vectors x, y G Rm, P((Ax,y) = 0) < 1.

Note that for biquadratic forms it follows from scaling that positive definiteness

and coercivity are equivalent, as we already indicated above in (5.10).

The coercivity condition (iii) has appeared in the literature of stochastic differ-

ential equations, and is known to be a sufficient condition for normalized solutions

x/|x| of (5.3) to be ergodic on Sm-X (see Khasminskii [21]). Pinsky [26] ana-

lyzes the existence of lim^i^o f{x) for solutions / of Lf — 0 in the punctured disc

0 < |x| < 6 under the coercivity assumption. Our sole concern is being able to

use the semigroup 5¿(í) on C(Rm) (rather than on C(K*) for some cone K, e.g.

the positive octant, properly contained in Rm), and for this we need to know that

/ = (A — L)~lg, as well as all the terms appearing in Lf, behave well across the

degeneracies of L, for A > 0 and g G C(Rm). More precisely, we need to know that

/ = (A - L)~*g has a single limit as we approach any x at which L degenerates,

and that Lf tends to zero at these points.

A detailed elaboration of the notion of a spanning set of matrices, in the more

general case of rectangular matrices, appears in Berger and Friedland [3]. Included

there are results concerning the smallest number o(m, n) of m X n matrices which

can possibly form a spanning set.

We concern ourselves next with the degenerate case, where (H) fails.

THEOREM VI. If hypothesis (H) is dropped in Theorem IV, then \Y¡=X D¿,n =>
$(1) (without the uniformity this time).

PROOF. Suppose the random matrix A does not satisfy (H). (It is not "ran-

dom enough".) In particular, in the framework of §3 and Theorem V, let A ~

Yln=i v^Xn, where a^l\a^2\ ... ,<j^p' do not form a spanning set. Here the sym-

bol ~ denotes equality as regards the first two (multivariate) moments. (Refer back

to the second paragraph of §3 for a minute.) Find matrices o^p+1\ o^p+2\ ..., rj(p)

so that the complete set fT^^rj'2',... ,rj(p) does form a spanning set. Choose addi-

tional (scalar) random variables Xp+x,Xp+2,... ,Xp which are independent of all

the matrices Din and themselves have mean zero and identity covariance matrix.

Define i.i.d. matrices A¿ all according to Yln=p+i "'"'^ni independent of all the

matrices Di}Tl. Let Pn = Y\7=i Di,n and set, for e > 0,

(5.21) Pn(e) = n(^ + e4=y

Clearly we can apply Theorem IV to the matrices Pn(s). In fact, the principal

symbol of the partial differential operator L(e), which arises from these matrices,

is

(5.22) Pe(x,y) = j^((o^x,y))2+e2   ¿  ((o^x,y))2.

n=l n=p+l
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According to Theorem IV, for each fixed e > 0

(5.23) Pn(e) =>unif $e(l)   as n -> oo,

where

d*e(r,í) = ¿aW*e(T,t)dW«(í)

(5.24)
n=l

+ £    £    a<n>*e(T,i)<Wn(i)+&*elT,t)dt.

n=p+l

It is also clear that $£(1) converges to $(1) in mean square as e { 0, and thus

$£(1) => $(1). Here is where we actually get around the degeneracy, for irregardless

of how degenerate the operator L in the proof of Theorem IV is, the semigroup

generated by L(e) always converges to that generated by L in the topology of

uniform convergence on compact sets. This is simply because the solution of a

stochastic differential equation depends continuously on the coefficients (see, for

example, Gihman and Skorohod [15, §1.7]).

Finally, we examine Pn(e)-Pn. We make the following observation. Let MX,M2,

..., Mn be random matrices with means and covariances, EM¿Mj, zero and finite

second moments. There exists a constant ß > 0, dependent only on the matrix

norm we are using (and the dimension m-but not on the matrices M¿, nor on n),

such that

|2

YM*
i=i

</3^E|Mt|
¿=i

(5.25)

Now by expanding (5.21) we can write

n

(5.26) Pn(e) = P„ + J>fcMfc,„,

fc=i

where Mkt„, is itself an algebraic sum of (£) means and covariances zero square

integrable matrices. For example,

Pn,nPn-l,n - - ' L)2^nAx + DntnDn_x<n ■ ■ ■ A2Dx^nMx >Jñ

H-+ Pn,nAn_i • • • D2ínDXtn + AnDn-Xin ■ ■ • D2tTlDXtJl

By using (5.25) it follows that

E|Mfc,„|2 < ß
n\ (E|A|2)fc(E|P1,„|2) 2^-*;

*)

From the form of Di¡n it is clear that E|Pljn|2 < 1 + K/n for some K > 0, and

thus
k

(5.27) supE|Mfc,n|2<7^-
n>k k\

for 7 = ßeK and a = E|A|2. From (5.27) follows at once

(5.28) limsupE|Pn(e)-Pn|2 = 0,
eiO
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and, therefore, for any / G C(Rm) and R > 0

(5.29) lim sup sup |E[/(P„(e-)x)
£io „ xeBR

/(P„x)]| = 0.

Putting this together with the limits Pn(s) =>• $£(1) as n —> oo, and $e(l) =>• $(1)

as £ J. 0 gives the desired result Pn => $(1).    D

There is an interesting observation to make now, based on Theorem III. If A — 0

then $(1) is deterministic and, just as with ordinary convergence in distribution,

strong operator convergence in distribution to an atom implies convergence in prob-

ability. Since $(1) is invertible Theorem III applies (see the remark which follows

the proof of this theorem), and we conclude that, in fact,

I A,n =>unif $(1),
i=l

even in this most degenerate case.

What happens when $(1) is random, yet, according to (5.5), (everywhere) invert-

ible? This is precisely our setup in Theorem VI. Theorem IV established uniform

convergence in distribution by using the nice structure of D(L)—guaranteed by

(H). In Theorem VI we forfeit this for the weaker conclusion of uniformity only

on compact sets. We will shortly see in §6 the consequences of this in terms of

approximating solutions for the Cauchy problem du/dt = Lu.

We conclude this section with three examples.

EXAMPLE I (CLT, M-DIM.) . Let Xi,X2,... be i.i.d. m-vectors with mean p,

and covariance matrix V. Write V = SST where the dimensions of S are m x p.

Take

Di,n = I

( 0
0

0

v o

0

0

0

0

î \

Xj-p.

I
0

Then

J A,« =1 +
¿=1

( o
0

0

0

0

0
0

Î

I
0

\

We can take

A3) -

( o
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

s2j

smj
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y = 1,2,...,p. Then

( 0       0
0       0

<&(í) = exp

V
o    o
0       0

(o    o
o    o

= 1 +

o    o
o    o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

Î  1

M(0,Tt)

i
o

T

M(o,rt)
l
0  J

Note that we have embedded a nonhomogeneous equation into a homogeneous one

by insertion of a dummy variable. The relevant diffusion here is x(i) = SW(t),

where W(t) — (W\(t), W2(t),... ,Wp(t)) is a p-dimensional Brownian motion. Let

Sj be the jth column of S. Then we convert the nonhomogeneous equation dx(t) —

£P=i SjdWj(t) into a homogeneous equation by insertion of the dummy variable

xm+i = I. Then the system becomes

/   xi(t)   \

x2(t)

Xm(t)

{xm+i(t) J

Ej=i

/ 0
0

0

0

0

0

A f   Hit)   \
x2(t)

dW3(t)

with an extra dimension (m 4- 1 instead of m); hence the matrices cr^ in the

example. It is important to note that the product of any two of these nilpotent

matrices is zero, and we compute $ directly from (5.4). (Everything commutes and

there are no second order terms.)

Clearly any linear system, homogeneous or not, can always be converted into a

homogeneous system by insertion of an extraneous variable in this manner. This

"nilpotent" change converts additive functionals (cf. the operators T(t) in (2.4))

into multiplicative ones (cf. the operators T(t) in (5.9)). For example,

Example II  (Weak Law of Large Numbers).   Let Xi,X2,... be a
sequence of i.i.d. random variables with mean p. Take D¿,n = 1 + X¿/n. Then

i=l
n i+£

This is equivalent to the Weak Law of Large Numbers. Here we surely need to use

Theorem VI rather than Theorem IV (but see the remark following the proof of

Theorem VI), and although these theorems call for the existence of two moments,

one can start back directly from Theorem I and see that only one is necessary.
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Precisely, one can show that

THEOREM VII. Let Di¡n, I < i < n, be integrable m X m matrices such that

Ditn,L)2tn,..., Dntn are i.i.d. for each fixed n. Assume Di¡n to be of the form

(5.30) Diin = I-rBi/n + Ci(n),

where E|C¿(n)| = o(n~l) for large n. Then

n

(5.31) J]A,n^>unif exp(EP).
i=l

Our next example is intended to launch us off into §6.

EXAMPLE III. Let XX,X2,... be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with

mean zero and variance one. Let

*-(¡Í)-     *-(o°¡)
and take A,n = e^/v^B^/v^. Then

We can take p = 1, a^ = A+P, b = ^A+P. Note that rr'1) and b do not commute

so we cannot solve for $(i) from (5.14). However, things are so degenerate that we

can solve (5.1) directly, and we find that

m=(ewM   e«™¡¡e-W<M{s)\

In particular, we see here that

ifl/^ EÎ-» x^ew^  i' e-w(t) ¿wuy
V^eí Jo

It is interesting to contrast this with

which can be obtained by interchanging A and P in the above example. In this

type of application it is always helpful to make the "convenient choice" Xi =

y/ñ[W(i/n) - W((i - l)/n)], and to think in terms of approximating sums for Itô

stochastic integrals.

6. Stochastic product formulas. Let .Xi,^,... be an i.i.d. sequence of

random variables with mean zero and variance one, and let L and M be two general

(deterministic) mxm matrices. We can use Theorem VI to determine the limiting

distribution of

n¿=i
çLXi/Vn-çMXJVn-^
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Indeed by using the approximation

y/n     2      n

we see that we can take p = 1, o^1' = L + M and b = \l? + LM + \M2. Since

fj^1) and b do not necessarily commute we cannot readily compute $ from (5.4).

However, we can readily compute the limiting distribution of

eLJfi/v/HeAÍXi/v^e-(L2/2+LM+M2/2)/n_n
i=l

In this case p = 1, a^ = L + M and 6 = 0. Thus

(6.1) l\

n
2 /0_1_ T ¡l/f_l_ ¡l/f2

eLXi/VrieMXi/^rle-(L2/2+LM+M2/2)/n

e(L+M)>/(0,l)-(L+M)2/2_

Now consider the stochastic system

(6.2) d$(T, t) = (L + M)$(t, t) dW(t),

(6.3) *(t,t) = 7.

Denote the solution by $l+m(t,t). Suppose we solve (6.2), (6.3) using L alone

(instead of L + M) between times 0, t/n. Then we solve this sytem using M alone

between these same times. Then we multiply these two solutions together and

repeat this procedure again between times t/n, 2t/n and then between times 2f/n,

3i/n, etc. up to time t (the method of "fractional steps"). Based on our intuition

from the Lie-Trotter formula and based on (5.4) we might expect that

(6.4) f[ $L (i^lt, U) $m (—t, -t) e~iLM'n => $L+M(0, Í).
iA       \n       n \   n      n  I
i=i        x ' x '

That this is indeed the case follows at once from (6.1). Simply note that

$L (l~1t   lt]  = eL\W(it/n)-W{(i-l)t/n)}-{l/2)L2t/n

\   n     ' n /

which is distributed according to eLy/t/nW,(i)-(i/2)L t/n^ where w.^ ¡g the ¿th

component of an n-dimensional Brownian motion (Wx(t), W2(t),..., Wn(t)).

Consider next the stochastic system

(6.5) d$(r, t) = L$(t, t) dWt(t) + M$(r, t) dW2(t),

(6.6) $(r,r) = /.

Again, denote the solution by $l+m(t, t), and let $z,(t, i) and $m(t, t) denote the

solutions to (6.5) when we take M — 0 and L — 0, respectively. This time, based

on (5.4), we do not expect any mixed terms to arise, and simply that

(6.7) p *L (iz2t) i*) $M (lzlt, it) => $¿+M(o, t).
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This follows directly from Theorem VI. This time let (XX,YX), (X2, Y2),... be an

i.i.d. sequence of random vectors with mean zero and covariance matrix I. Then

(6.8) J eLX,/Vn-eMYt/V*e-(LV2+M2/2)/n ^ $l + m(1).

i=l

To establish (6.7) from (6.8) make the "convenient choice"

Xi = y/ñ/i ';')-"'' ¥

Yl = y/n/t

With this motivation we now state

[U)-w2(—t
n I \   n

THEOREM VIII.   Let (zx(t), z2(t),..., zp(t)) be p-dimensional white noise. De-

note

L$ = ¿(rifc)^fc + &L$,

fc=i

where all matrices oL  ,br, are mxm. Let $¿(r, i) denote the solution of the (Ito)

stochastic differential equation

d$L(r,í) = L$L(r,í)dí,    $l(t,t) = 0.

Then
n      V

(6.9)

n      y     (

nn
i=ik=i K

(k)
exp   o\ \-t\-wA—t

n I \   n )}

x exp

([''■ïé*];)^^1

PROOF. This follows at once from repeated application of (6.7) (or, of course,

directly from Theorem VI as in (6.8)).    D

An immediate consequence of Theorem VIII is

THEOREM IX.   Let $l(t,í) be as in Theorem VIII. Then

(6.10) E $L(o,í)-/-¿4fc)iyfc(í)

fc=i

= 0(t2).

From this result we can obtain our generalized Lie-Trotter product formula for

linear stochastic systems (the fundamental solutions of which we shall soon "dub"

stochastic semigroups).

THEOREM X.   Let (z\(t),z2(t),...,zp(t)) be p-dimensional white noise. Denote

fc=i fc=i

where all matrices g\\  ,oM',bi,,bM o,re mxm. Let $¿(r, i) denote the solution of

the (Itô) stochastic differential equation

d$L(T,t) = L*L(T,t)at,    $l(t,í) = /,
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with similar meaning attached to $jvf(r,i),$i,+Af(T, t). Let

(6.11) * = £*?M?.
fc=i

rften

(6.12) f[ $L (—t, it) <DM f—í, -i) e-^'Z" =» <DL+M(0, t).
f_x       \   n       n / \   n      n /

PROOF. By virtue of Theorem VI we need only show that

(6.13) $L(0,t) = I + y/tAL+tBL + CL(t)

and similarly for M, L + M where these random matrices A,B,C satisfy

EAL = EAM = EAL+M = 0,

(6.14) AL + AM = AL+M,

(6.15) E(AlAm + Pl + Pm-Pl+m) = ^,

and CL(t),CM(t),CL+M(t) are o(t) in mean square norm. Since E$¿(0,t) = ebbt

it follows that EP¿ = 6¿, and (6.15) can be reduced to

(6.16) EAlAm=ct*.

It follows from Theorem IX that

(6.17) AL = ±j2°Lk)Wk(t).

^k=i

Thus (6.14), (6.16) follow at once.    D

We remark here that (6.9) and (6.12) apply strictly to Itô integration. If we

consider other integration schemes these results must be modified accordingly. For

example if we use Stratonovich integration then all of the second order terms dis-

appear, and (6.9), (6.12) become, respectively,

(6.18)      f[íf[e^(a^[wk(Ít)-Wk(Í^t)
»=i t.fc=i

ebLt^n => 9L(0,t),

(6.19) f[ *L (Lit, ±t) *m (^lt, if) => $l+m(0,í).

We note further that in the case of Stratonovich integration all of the classical

(deterministic) analysis is valid and, in particular, the Lie-Trotter product formula

is directly applicable to systems like d<&¿ = L$¿ dt. In case of other integration

schemes, such as those considered in McShane [22], it is readily apparent that

results analogous to (6.18), (6.19) are valid. (Most of these stochastic integrals

correspond to Itô integrals with appropriately modified integrands. See Berger and

Mizel [4].)
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There is an important point to be made here. The convergence (in distribution)

of Riemann type approximating sums for stochastic integrals, as well as Cauchy-

Peano type approximants for solutions of stochastic differential equations, can eas-

ily be demonstrated through Chernoff's product formula. We begin with an ex-

ample. Let us prove that in distribution (dW(t))2 = dt or, more precisely, that

j0\dW(T))2 = t. Let X = C(R*) and take

(6.20) T(t)f(x) = Ef(x + W2(t)).

Corresponding to the equispaced approximating sums

|2

E
¿=i L

(-t) -w(l—lt
n I \   n

for /g(dVF(r))2 we have

(6.21) /(x) = E/   x + £
¿=i

W[ -t
n

W
i-I

-t

Take L = d/dx, D(L) = {/ G X: /' exists, belongs to X and tends to zero as

|x| —> oo}. Clearly T'(0) = L in the strong sense, and since £>¿(í) is the shift

operator, it follows from (2.2) that

(6.22) lim Tn(-)f(x) = f(x + t).
n—»oo \n /

This is one of those rare examples where we can explicitly calculate Tn(t/n). Indeed

since

E n
[i^t

n
i=i <-

is distributed according to (t/n)xn we have

(6.23)        r- (i) m = j^f / (, + S.),""-',- a,

Thus (6.22) can be checked directly. Generally one proves mean square convergence

of the approximants, and in some eses (e.g., when the approximants come from

successive partition refinements) one even proves a.s. convergence (see Doob [11,

p. 395]).
Now we modify (6.20) to

(6.24)

Define ^n)(r) by

(6.25)      Íxn\r)=\

Then

(6.26)

T(t)f(x) = Ef(x + o(x)W(t)).

ÚnH^t) + o(ún)(^t))[w(it)-w(^t)},

Tn(^)f(x) = Ej(tx»)(t)).
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The £x (t) are successive Cauchy-Peano type approximants to the diffusion £x(t)

satisfying

(6.27) Ut) = x+ Í a(Ur))dW(r).
Jo

Take L = ±<72(x)d2/dx2 and then from (2.2) follows

(6.28) Ûn)(t)^x(t).

This type of analysis demonstrates existence (in distribution) of solutions for sto-

chastic differential equations. We note the nonanticipating (i.e., "belated", in

McShane's jargon) nature of the approximants in (6.25). The result (6.28) should

be contrasted with the Wong-Zakai result concerning approximants stemming from

the Brownian bridge

(6.29) H-WW = W (i=±t) +(!+ = -«)[» (¿t) - W (i^t)

t G ((i — í)/nt,it/n],

or a smooth approximation to the Brownian motion (see Wong and Zakai [29]).

We focus now on the implications of Theorem VIII on approximating solutions

of the Cauchy problem du/dt — Lu in Rm, where the full symbol of L is given by

p 2

(6.30) P(i,y) = EOff(B)l + r,(n)'»>)   +(bx + w,y).
n=l

Here rj^^rj^2',... ,cr^p\b are mxm matrices, and v^\v^2\... ,v^p,,w are vectors

in Rm. Assume first that v^n\w are all zero. Then for / G C(Rm)

(6.31) SL(t)f(x) = E/($(f)x),

where $ satisfies (5.1), (5.2). In case a^l\a^2\... ,cr^p\b all commute we can use

(5.4) to write

(6.32) E/(*(t)x) = /   / (Ä-. '<n)*»+«**x) t-p/2 f[ iß (t-l'2zn) dz,
Jrp i=i

where tp(r) = e~r I2/\¡2~ñ and er* = b — ^ Yln=ilcr^]2■ Suppose now that these

matrices do not commute, but that a^\a^2\... ,o^ form a spanning set. It

follows from Theorem VIII that
k

(6.33) J] 9i,k(t) ^unif $(t),
i=i

where

(6.34) #<,»(*) = eEI-, ^wnAt/k)+a't/k_

Here {Wnti(t): n = 1,2,...,p; i = 1,2,...} are independent Brownian motions.

Hence

/ in «*p (i>(n>f¥+"-t) *) t-""2

x    ' fe   p

x II    I WX,%*«A dz - E/(*(t)i)    as k - oo,
¡=ln=l

L
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uniformly for x G Rm. On the other hand, if L is degenerate, so that o~(l\crW,

..., o^ do not form a spanning set, then the most we can say is that the conver-

gence in (6.35) is uniform for x in compact sets.

If the vectors v^n\w are not all zero, we add a dummy variable xm+i. Extend

rjt™) to an m X (m + I) matrix by inserting v^ for the (m+ l)st column, and then

extend it to an (m +1) x (m+ 1) matrix by inserting all zeros for the (m + l)st row.

Similarly, extend b to an (m + 1) x (m + 1) matrix using w. Call these extended

matrices d^ and b, respectively. For x G Rm denote x = (x\,x2,..., xm, 1), and

for / G C(Rm) define / by

/(xi,x2, • • ■ ,Xm+i) = /(xi,x2,... ,xm).

Again, if ¿r^1', ¿r(2),..., ¿r(p), b all commute then

SL(t)f(x) = Ef(*(t)x)

(6'36) =   /     / (Ä-. ^^*x) rp'2 f[ ^(t-^Zn) dz,
•'Rp n=l

where ¿r* = b - \ YZ=i\à(n)? and *(*) satisfies

p

(6.37) d$(r, t) = ^2 ¿rW$(r, t) dWn(t) + M>(r, t) dt,
n=l

(6.38) *(t, r) = /.

Otherwise, we have

JR
fill <*p (¿*<")%i + *•[) i] r'"2

v ' k      p

x J      ] V(í~1/2«n,¿) d^ -» E/($(t)x)    as fc - oo,
j=l n=l

with uniform convergence for x G Rm, or else uniform convergence for x in compact

sets, depending on whether or not L is strongly coercive, respectively.

7. Stochastic semigroups.  A stochastic semigroup on RTO is a family {^(t, t)

= <J>(r, t,uj): 0 < t < t) of random square-integrable mxm matrices, satisfying

(i) $ has independent increments and

(7.1) »(Í3,*s)*(*i,t2) = *(ti,*s)   a.s., 0 < tx < t2 < t3;

(ii) * has stationary increments;

(iii) for any 6 > 0,

(7.2) P{|*(0,í)-/|>(5} = O(í).

Independent increments means that 4'(t¿_i,t¿) are mutually independent, i =

1,2,... ,p, whenever 0 = to < fi < Í2 < • • • < ip- Stationary increments means

that the distribution of ^(t,t + h) depends only on h.
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Notice that if * is deterministic then ^(t^) = S(t - r), where {S(t):t > 0}

is a (classical) continuous semigroup. However, in general when $ is random, the

one-parameter family S(t) = *(0, t) does not satisfy the semigroup property.

Although in spirit stochastic semigroups have been around for a long time, as

in Pinsky [25], the first to consider them through axioms similar to those above

was Butsan [7]. (Note Butsan's references to his earlier works.) In [7] Butsan

describes a method for obtaining "generators". Formally his results are of the type

dV(T,t) = dX(T,t)V(T,t) where

^f)=A,è[*(T+i<-i)V'T+<41)
¿=i l x '

-i

(cf. [10, p. 190]). A general exploratory discussion of stochastic semigroups without

the stationary independent increment assumptions can be found in Grenander [17].

An example of a stochastic semigroup is the fundamental matrix $(r, f) of a

linear stochastic system (5.1), (5.2). Our first results state that under an additional

assumption, as far as distribution is concerned this is the only example.

THEOREM XI. Let {^(r,t): 0 < t < t} be a stochastic semigroup on Rm.

Then ^(r,t) is a.s. nonsingular (the null set can be taken independent ofr,t) and

induces a Co semigroup on C(R*„).

PROOF. Let d(r,t) = det*(r,t). Then from (7.1)

(7.3) d(í2,í3)d(í1,í2) = d(íi,í3)    a.s.

Furthermore, d(íi,Í2) has the same distribution as d(0,Í2 - ti).   Fix t and let

a = P(d(0,t) = 0). Since

d(0,i) = ]Wi-itit)     a.s.
i=i    v J

and since P(d((i — I)t/n,it/n) = 0) is independent of i, we must have

P(d(0,f/n) = 0) >a/n.

This in turn implies that P(|*(0, t/n) - l\ > 1) > a/n.   This contradicts (7.2)

unless a — 0.

The claim that the null set can be taken independent of r,t follows from (7.1).

For if d(r, t) — 0 then d(r', f') = 0 for some rational numbers r', t'.

Now define a family {T(t): t > 0} of bounded linear operators on X = C(R*7l)

by

(7.4) T(t)/(x) = E/(*(0,t)x).

Then

T(r)T(í)/(x) = EE[/(*1(0,í)*2(0,r)x)|*2(0,r)]

[ ' ' = E/(*(r, r + f)tf(0, r)x) = T(t + r)f(x),

where *¿(0, t) indicates an ith independent copy of *(0, t); i = 1,2. Given / G X

and £ > 0 choose 6 > 0 such that Vg(f) < s. Then for any R > 0

sup |E[/(*(0, t)x) - f(x)}\ < e + 2||/||P (|*(0, t) - l\ > |
x€BR \ K
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Similarly, given e > 0 we can choose R > 0 such that

Then

sup |/(x) - f(y)\ < e.
\x\>R/2,\y\>R/2

sup     |E[/(*(0, t)x) - f(x)}\ < e + 2||/||P(|¥(0, t) - I\ > ±) .
xeRm\BR

Hence we conclude that {T(t): t > 0} is a Co semigroup on X■    D

In (7.4) we need the fact that *(0, t) is nonsingular a.s. Otherwise, it is not clear

that T(t)f need belong to X. In (5.9) we avoided any such problem by integrating

over the set {|i£(t)| < \}, which guarantees / + E(t) to be nonsingular. The

condition (7.2) guarantees, as in (5.19), that

lim P I  max
n—»oo       \ Ki<n n ^

where the subscript '$!l indicates on ¿th independent copy of \P. However, it takes

another condition, e.g. (7.1), to be able to conclude that *(0, t) itself is nonsingular

a.s.

THEOREM XII. Let {\P(t, t): 0 < r < t} be a stochastic semigroup on Rm.

Make the additional assumption

(A) V{0,t) = I + Ay/i + Bt + C(t),

where A,B,C(t) are square-integrable, EA = 0 and E|C(f)|2 = o(t2). Then for

some natural number p and mxm matrices o^1' ,o~^2\... ,o~(p\b the matrix ^(r,t)

has the same distribution as the fundamental matrix $(r, t) of the operator

p

L$= £Vn)$zn + 6$.

n=l

Here (zx (t), z2(t),..., zp(t)) is p-dimensional white noise.

PROOF. #(t,í) has the same distribution as FJiLi *»(0. (* - T)/n)- Let p,<r(1),

rj'2',..., fj<p> satisfy (3.1) and let b = EB. Then according to Theorem VI, *(r, f)

must have the same distribution as $T.¡(1), where

p

(7.6) d$T,t(r', f) = y/t^ J2 °{n)®r,t(T', t') dWn(t') + (t- r)6$T,t(r', t') dt',
n=l

(7.7) <Mr',r') = /.

By scaling it follows that $T,t(i"', t') has the same distribution as $((t - r)(t' - t')),

where $ satisfies (5.1), (5.2).    G

THEOREM XIII. In the scalar (1 x 1) case, where {^(t^): 0 < r < t} is a

stochastic semigroup on R, assumption (A) is automatically satisfied. In fact 5'(r, f )

is necessarily of the form exp(aiy(t) + bt), where W(t) is a Brownian motion.

PROOF. First we show that #(r,i) > 0 a.s. As above, let a = P(*(t,í) < 0).

Then a = P(*(0,t') < 0) for t' = t-r. Since $(0,t') has the same distribution as

*i(0,í'/2)4'2(0,í'/2) it follows that

P(*(0,t'/2) <0) >a/2
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and, inductively, that

P(tf(0,f72n)<0)>a/2n.

From this follows
P(|V(0,t72n)-l|>l)>a/2n,

which contradicts (7.2) unless a = 0.

Now let u(t) = ln^O,t). Then v(t) is a stationary independent increment

stochastic process. Furthermore for any 6 > 0

P(|i/(i)| >S)< P(|*(0,i) - 1| > 1 - e~s) = o(t).

Hence (cf. Breiman [6, p. 249]) v(t) must be of the form aW(t) + bt.    D

According to Theorem XI the matrices ^(r,t) of the stochastic semigroup are

in the Lie group G = GLm. The measures pt on G induced by *(0, t), Pt(X) =

P(*(0, t) G X), form what Hunt [20] calls a semigroup of positive measures. In

fact, if it were known a priori that \t(0, t) G G, then it would suffice to replace (7.2)

with the weaker condition

(7.8) limP(|*(0,i)-/|>i) = 0

in order that these measures pt form such a semigroup. Hunt then has a complete

characterization of the generator of the semigroup T(t)f(x) = fG f(Mx)pt(dM)\

that is, (7.4). His representation of the generator L is

m    m r,2 p m r, *

L/(*)=E£M*)¿fe+EMs)¿
(7-9) '= I i

/(Mi) - f(x) - ¿ <A,(M)Ci(x)^-   u(dM),
¿=i .

where the a^ are quadratic forms, the 6¿ and c¿ are linear forms, the fa are gener-

alized coordinates and v is a measure on G\{/} with finite second moment.

Let us briefly indicate the parallel between our setting and that of infinitely

divisible distributions. Levy showed that any infinitely divisible probability p can

always be taken as pi in a semigroup of measures pt. Thus, one constructs a

stationary independent increment process x(t) such that x(l) has the distribution

p,. When we have a stochastic semigroup *(t, f) then $(0,1) is an infinitely divisible

element of G. Perhaps a better name in this case, where the group operation is

multiplication, would be infinitely factorable. That is, a random matrix M is said

to be infinitely factorable if for every n there are i.i.d. matrices Mt- such that

n™=i M¿ has the same distribution as M. A random matrix M which is the

limit in distribution of products n"=i ^¿,n of i.i.d. matrices Dx,n,D2yn,... ,£>„.,„

should have such an infinitely factorable distribution. In our Central Limit Theorem

IV we have identified the limiting distribution as the distibution pi of $(0,1), for

the stochastic semigroup $ given by (5.1), (5.2).

Hunt briefly discusses this question of whether or not an infinitely factorable

distribution p, can be taken as pi in a semigroup pt of measures on G, in his

introduction (see also §5.3). Our concern is with limits in distribution

+
/.

M=  lim T\D1
n.—>nc> ■*• ■*-71—»OO
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where

(7.10) max \Di n — I\—>0    as n —* oo.
l<i<n

It is clear from (5.6) that this condition holds, since A¿, P¿, Cx are square-integrable.

It is also clear from (7.2) that

(7.11) max
l<i<n

Since, by (7.1),

, i — I    i
*    -t,-t —► 0    as n —+ oo.

0,ii)-tf(0,—Í
n/ \       n

. -1    i
*   -t,-t

n      n
D,—Í

n

we see that (7.11) is a continuity-type condition for $. Hunt remarks, at the end

of §5, that if ^(0, t) has continuous sample paths, then v — 0 in (7.9) (i.e. the

generator has no "Poisson" component). This would then allow us to conclude, as

in Theorem XII, that ^(r, t) has the same distribution as some fundamental matrix

§(r,t), without the need to make the a priori assumption (A). This assumption

would be automatically satisfied, as in Theorem XIII.
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